Abstract: Shares of renewables continue to grow in the European power system. A fully renewable European power system will primarily depend on the renewable power sources of wind and photovoltaics (PV), which are not dispatchable but intermittent and therefore pose a challenge to the balancing of the power system. To overcome this issue, several solutions have been proposed and investigated in the past, including storage, backup power, reinforcement of the transmission grid, and demand side management (DSM). In this paper, we investigate the potential of DSM to balance a simplified, fully renewable European power system. For this purpose, we use ten years of weather and historical load data, a power-flow model and the implementation of demand side management as a storage equivalent, to investigate the impact of DSM on the need for backup energy. We show that DSM has the potential to reduce the need for backup energy in Europe by up to one third and can cover the need for backup up to a renewable share of 67%. Finally, it is demonstrated that the optimal mix of wind and PV is shifted by the utilisation of DSM towards a higher share of PV, from 19% to 36%.
Introduction
Aiming at sustainability and reduced CO 2 emissions, shares of renewable generation are on the rise all across Europe. This is in line with the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference (CMP 11) commitments. However, the integration of intermittent renewable generation from wind and photovoltaics (PV) into energy systems poses severe balancing challenges [1] . Unlike conventional generation (e.g., nuclear, fossil, etc.), renewable generation is driven by the weather and can not be reliably dispatched and therefore not directly adopted to follow the demand. Several possible approaches to this issue have been investigated: (i) Optimising the mix of different renewable sources [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ; (ii) Storage to shift generation in time [9, 10] ; (iii) Backup [11] [12] [13] ; (iv) Or the reinforcement of the transmission grid to shift generation in space [14, 15] . In addition to these approaches on the generation side, part of the need for balancing might also be covered by the modification of the demand for power on the consumer side with the objective of increasing its manageability (e.g., to match renewable generation in time [16, 17] ). One definition of demand side management (DSM) is "the planning, implementation, and monitoring of utility activities designed to encourage consumers to modify patterns of electricity usage, including the timing and level of energy demand." [18] . The interest in different aspects of DSM has risen in recent years, along with the rising general interest in renewable power systems. DSM storage strategies for end-users were investigated in [19] . Large-scale industrial processes might be able to provide up to 50% of backup capacity need by 2020 [20, 21] . Furthermore, DSM can significantly reduce the need for conventional generation [22] even on a residential scale. It is expected that most contributions to a flexible demand side will be provided by industry. In Germany, for instance, a major contributor might be the automotive industry [23] . Klobasa et al. [24] investigate the interplay of load management and wind power forecasts in Germany and concludes that load management can reduce balancing costs by up to 20% and is mostly economically useful. Lund et al. [25] investigate the potential impact of electric cars in a vehicle-to-grid (V2G) system on a renewable Danish power system. Stadler et al. [26] conclude that different DSM branches can complement each other fairly well in Germany to provide seasonally independent power and that the biggest fraction of demand side management can be provided by storage heating and combined heat and power (CHP). Moura et al. [27] use a heuristic approach to show a reduction of Portuguse peak loads of more than 10% through the use of DSM. A similar heuristic approach to characterise the potential of DSM is applied in [28] . A broad overview of different DSM types is given in [29] . In [30] , an energy system model is used to estimate the impact of DSM in the EU-27. However, it only inhibits a low renewable share in the system and focuses on congestion. This model is methodologically extended in [31] .
There are many studies that investigate aspects of the potential of demand side management in Europe, and most of them conclude that DSM can contribute significantly to a reliable renewable energy supply, but they only provide rough estimates of the benefit [32, 33] . However, we are not aware of any studies that show the overall impact of DSM on the need for backup energy by a large scale integration into a fully renewable European power system in a systematic way as we did in this paper.
In this paper, the novel framework described in [34] is used to implement DSM into a model of a fully renewable European power system with country-level resolution. All of the DSM potentials of a single country are treated as one large storage-equivalent with time dependent constraints. Weather data is used to model feed-in from the renewable sources of wind and PV. Together with historical load data and a power flow model, the need for backup energy was calculated and the impact of DSM was investigated.
We do not include hydropower into the simulations, although it already contributes approximately 10% to the European electricity mix today. This is because European hydropower, with its seasonal storage characteristics, would likely be used after DSM with its daily storage characteristics, and, therefore, has little effect on the results, but instead replaces a large share of the need for backup energy. This paper focuses on the following objectives: (i) What is the potential of DSM to reduce the need for backup energy in a fully renewable European power system? (ii) Until which amount of renewable generation can DSM replace backup? and (iii) How does the successful integration of DSM affect the optimal mix of wind and PV generation?
This paper is structured in the following way: first, the model is described in detail. This includes a description of the main components renewable generation and load, the transmission model, and the incorporation of demand side management. Second, the potential benefit of DSM for two scenarios of generation capacity distribution and two scenarios of transmission grid strength is investigated. Third, the impact of the full utilisation of DSM on the optimal share of wind and PV is studied. For this, all generation, load, and DSM potentials are aggregated into a single European node (copper plate approximation). Finally, the potential reduction of the need for backup energy in dependency of the renewable share is investigated.
Model Description
A highly renewable European power system covering 33 countries was simulated. Every country was aggregated into a single node, and the countries are interconnected via transmission links ( Figure 1 ). Every node n has a generation time series G n (t) from the renewable sources of wind and PV, derived from weather data, and a load time series L n (t), which consists of historical data.
We used ten years of data ranging from 2003-2012 for all of the following computations. The time series of the mismatch between generation and load of country n is given by At each node and at all times, the power system must be balanced. This is expressed in the nodal balancing equation
B n (t) is the time series of backup, C n (t) is the excess energy that is curtailed and Φ n (t) is the injection pattern (Exports-Imports). S n (t) is the interaction (charge/discharge) with the storage-equivalent DSM. After transmission and DSM, the remaining residual mismatch is handled by backup, which is assumed to be perfectly flexible, i.e., neither subject to ramping nor must-run constraints. Thus, the backup time series is calculated as
Consequently, the backup energy need in a given period of time T is given by
In reality, backup energy could, for example, be provided by dispatchable gas power plants. The time series for curtailment is given by
Hence, either backup (if ∆ n (t) < 0) or curtailment (∆ n (t) > 0) occurs at a node n. For example, curtailment can be realised by feathering wind turbine blades. The share of renewable generation of a node is denoted as α n and is defined via
Equivalently, the share of renewable generation of the whole system consisting of multiple nodes is given by
Throughout this paper, the terminology "dispatchable generation" refers to power from sources that could be dispatched (e.g., gas). "Backup" refers to the fraction of the dispatchable generation that is needed to cover the intermittency of the renewable generation. For example, if α = 0.7, we have an average renewable share of 70% and at least 30% from dispatchable sources.. The part of dispatchable generation that is needed in addition is referred to as "backup" or "backup energy".
Generation and Load Data
Feed-in from the renewable sources of wind and PV was simulated using a ten-year weather database with a spatial resolution of 7 × 7 km and an hourly temporal resolution. Wind speed (and 2 m temperature) was downscaled from MERRA reanalysis [35] and converted to wind power through the use of an Enercon E-126 power curve with 5% plain losses. Surface irradiance was calculated using the Heliosat method [36, 37] from satellite pictures (Meteosat First Generation, Meteosat Second Generation). To obtain irradiation on the tilted modules, the Klucher model was applied [38] . Detailed information on the database is given in [39] . Finally, generation was aggregated from the 7 × 7 km grid to the country level.
For load time series of all considered European countries, historical data provided by the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) was used. This data was split into different load categories and modified to account for expected future changes caused by the increased use of heat pumps and e-mobility within the RESTORE 2050 project.
Demand Side Management
To incorporate demand side management into our model, the methodology of [34] is adopted and described in this section. Equations (8)- (15) are taken from [34] . In addition, a simple example is given in that paper. In this methodology, DSM is treated like storage with time dependent charging and energy constraints. The load time series can be split into different categories, i.e., it is composed of load time series of different categories
This load is referred to in the following as scheduled load. L stat. n refers to the part of the load that can not be shifted. It implicitly contains the DSM utilisation shares of different DSM categories, which are given in Table 1 . Without DSM, each country would simply have one (scheduled) load time series L n (t).
DSM allows for replacing a scheduled load L c n (t) by a realized load R c n (t). The difference is the charging or discharging rate of the storage-equivalent DSM buffer
The square brackets indicate that it takes a function, i.e., the realized load, as an argument. Because we assume no impact of DSM usage on overall energy consumption, a DSM storage filling level can be calculated as the temporal integral over the charging rate
This storage-equivalent differs from a classical storage (e.g., a battery system or pumped hydro plant) by the time dependency of its filling level and charging limits. These time dependent constraints of charging and filling level of the DSM buffer are defined as
Upper limits are indicated by the index + and lower limits indicated by the index − . ∆t c is the time frame of management of a category and Λ c n the maximal realisable load. All realised loads within the imposed constraints are valid:
Time series of the DSM constraints of different categories for the different countries were developed within RESTORE 2050 and are described in [40] . Five categories were defined with individual time frames of management and utilisation shares (Table 1) . Utilisation shares determine what share of a category is available for DSM. How are the charging rates and thus the usage of DSM determined in our model? Since rescheduling of loads is assumed to leave the total energy demand unchanged, DSM does neither cause losses or gains. Hence, the simple assumption is made that local excess energy after transmission is used to charge and local deficits used to discharge the DSM buffer within the constraints. However, in a real-world power market, backup and curtailment might be a more convenient option than DSM. Then again, this study aims at the theoretical potential of DSM. Whether it can be fully exploited, depends strongly on the market conditions.
The algorithm to distribute the charging/discharging among categories consists of the following five steps for time t and node n:
(i) Compute the ratio of the power limit to remaining energy storage for each category
(ii) Compute the DSM charging rate P c n (t) of category c with the lowest ratiõ
S c n = ∑ c P c n is the sum of charging rates of all categories with a lower ratio than c. For the category with the lowest ratio, it equals zero. (iii) Compute the storage filling level of category c for the next time step
(iv) Repeat steps (ii) and (iii) for the category with the next lowest ratio until the storage filling level for all categories was computed. (v) Finally, compute the total interaction with the DSM storage at node n, S n (t), via
Thus, charging and discharging rates are computed for the DSM categories in time dependent ascending order of the ratios of power capacity to remaining energy capacity. However, we believe that the choice of the distribution of charging among categories has little effect on the results because loads of all categories can only be shifted by up to one day. This section has summarised the most relevant details of the DSM approach from [34, 40] . Figure 2 exemplarily shows the usage of the DSM in Germany for three days. Excess energy is stored in the DSM buffer, whereas deficits are covered from it. In the evening of the second day shown, the maximum of the energy capacity is reached. In the following hours, the energy capacity maximum is reduced, thereby forcing the DSM storage to discharge. Furthermore, the minimum charging rates are reached on day one and two. 
Transmission
Countries in our model are connected via inter-country transmission links. Hence, nodes can exchange excess energy and partially balance their mismatches. For transmission, the equations of a full electric power-flow in an alternating current (AC) electricity network are used in a common linear approximation [41] (occasionally referred to as DC approximation because the structure of the obtained equations is similar). Transmission is used prior to DSM, backup and curtailment and formulated as an optimisation problem consisting of two steps. The first step minimises the overall need for backup energy and the second step the dissipation by transmission. This can be interpreted as a cost-optimal dispatch strategy, if all nodes are assumed to have no limits on dispatchable generation and the same marginal cost, i.e., the same conventional generation technology is serving the load that cannot be supplied by renewable generation at any node in the system. The first step reads minimise Φ(t) ∑ n B n (t) =: B min (t) (20) subject to
where L + is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of the Laplacian, and F ± l are the limits imposed on the flow of link l in both direction, which can, for example, be thermal limits.
The resulting need for backup energy is fixed for the second step. A second step is necessary because the solution Φ is generally not unique. This second step ensures the uniquety of the solution by minimising the dissipation of the flows (∝ F 2 in a resistor network). It reads
subject to
The result is the injection pattern Φ(t) as the unique solution of the optimisation problem. The incidence matrix K is defined as
if link l begins at node n −1 if link l ends at node n 0 otherwise (27) and the Laplace Matrix L is given by
if node m and n are connected by a link
If the injection pattern Φ(t) is known, the flows can be computed via
K T L + is often referred to as the PTDF (Power Transfer Distribution Factors) matrix. This transmission methodology is described in more detail in [42] . An equivalent formulation is used in [11, 14, [43] [44] [45] [46] .
The Impact of DSM on Backup Energy Need
We quantified the possible reduction of the need for backup energy in a fully renewable Europe (α = 1.0) for two scenarios of transmission, which we refer to as vision 2030 (Vis.) and unlimited (Unl.), and two scenarios of capacity distribution, entitled homogeneous (Hom.) and inhomogeneous (Inh.).
For unlimited transmission, no limits are imposed on transmission links (Equations (22) and (25)). Vision 2030 refers to the capacities as envisioned by ENTSO-E for 2030 [47] . Hence, these capacities are assigned as the imposed link constraints F ± l . In addition, symmetry is assumed: if [47] , both are set to
The scenarios of capacity distribution differ by the distribution of the shares of renewables. In both cases, the mix of wind and PV generation capacities for each country is adopted from [48] . In the homogeneous scenario, however, each country covers its own load on average (i.e., α n = 1), whereas in the inhomogeneous scenario, the ratio of generation capacities to load for each country are also taken from [48] . Shares of renewables from all countries are depicted in Figure 3 . High shares of renewables can be observed in the inhomogeneous scenario for countries on the shores of the North Sea, such as Denmark or Great Britain. Figure 4 shows the need for backup energy and the possible reduction by DSM for all four scenarios. The complete bar shows the respective need for backup energy without DSM (e.g., ca. 16% of the consumption in the case of homogeneous capacity distribution with unlimited transmission capacities). The blue component of each bar shows the corresponding reduction of the backup energy need by fully utilised DSM. If transmission is unlimited, backup energy need equals approximately 15%-16% of the total consumption in both scenarios. However, because DSM is not interacting with the inter-country transmission system, its potential is strongly reduced in the case of an inhomogeneous capacity distribution. In the inhomogeneous scenario, the need for backup energy can be reduced by only 15% compared to ca. one third in the homogeneous scenario because some countries produce more than they consume on average, and others produce less. Those with overproduction have a DSM buffer, which is full most of the time; those with little production relative to their consumption have a DSM buffer that is mostly empty. Thus, the uneven distribution of surpluses and deficits makes the usage of DSM less optimal in the inhomogeneous scenario.
If the transmission capacities are limited (vision 2030), two situations can be observed: first, the overall need for backup is increased by 45% in the homogeneous scenario and by 75% in the inhomogeneous. The reduction of the backup energy need grows as well (homogeneous: +42%, inhomogeneous: +44%), but not as much as the need for backup energy. Especially in the inhomogeneous scenario, transmission limitations hamper energy exchange to account for partial mismatches and thereby intensify the contrast between exporters and importers.
The frequency distribution of DSM energy filling levels ( Figure 5 ) shows that DSM buffer is negative on average for all four scenarios. This is likely due to the higher number of hours with a negative mismatch (54% of hours for both capacity distributions). In addition, high levels of DSM storage filling of more than 1500 GWh are never reached, if capacities are distributed inhomogeneously. This is caused by a large proportion of countries generating small amounts of renewable energy in this case, which is not sufficient to fill the buffer. On the lowest end of the scale, scenarios do not differ significantly. Below −500 GWh, all scenarios show similar frequency distributions, which is likely due to the same occurrence of lasting periods without significant renewable generation. In these periods, neither the generation capacity distribution nor the transmission grid matters.
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Influence of DSM on the Optimal Mix of Wind and PV
The optimal mix of different renewable sources in Europe has been investigated in different papers. In [3] , the seasonal optimal mix is specified to be 40% PV and 60% wind with respect to the monthly standard deviation, and, in [5] , it is calculated at 20% PV and 80% wind with respect to the backup energy need (note: we use the same generation and similar load data as [5] ).
To calculate the optimal mix of wind and PV with and without DSM, we make major simplifications within this section: first, Europe is treated as a copper plate with homogeneous capacity distribution having only one time series of generation G(t) = ∑ n G n (t) and load L(t) = ∑ n L n (t). Second, DSM is treated like one large storage equivalent with time dependent constraints:
This simplification might violate the constraints imposed in Equations (10)- (13) and can therefore not be fully justified by assuming unlimited transmission between nodes and the possibility of exporting/importing energy to charge/discharge DSM storages at a different node. However, violations should rarely, if ever, occur, and the results can be interpreted as an upper limit of the potential benefit. Figure 6 shows the need for backup energy with and without DSM. Without DSM, the optimal European mix with respect to the need for backup energy is 19% PV and 81% wind. If DSM is fully utilised, this changes to an optimal mix of 36% PV and 64% wind. PV profits much more from DSM than wind. If the entire generation side is comprised of PV power, DSM can reduce the need for backup by ca. 40%, whereas for a wind-only scenario, the possible reduction of the backup energy need is below 20%. The reason for this is straightforward: Compared to wind, PV power has a deterministic diurnal cycle and therefore uses the DSM storage, which has properties that can be characterized as "daily storage" due to limited storage reservoir capacity more efficiently than wind. The more efficient usage of PV is also partly reflected by the seasonal variability of feed-in being the least if the solar generation share is higher than the wind share [49] . The red curve in Figure 6 shows the difference between the backup energy need with and without fully utilised DSM and thus the potential benefit from DSM. Three phases can be seen: first, it remains flat to a solar share of 20%. Second, it increases steadily up to a solar share of ca. 60%, and, third, it remains nearly unaltered up to a solar share of 100%. Above a solar share of 60%, the potential for DSM to reduce the need for backup energy is fully exploited. 
DSM Potential vs. Share of Renewables
The last investigated question of this paper is: until which share of renewables can DSM virtually cover the whole need for backup energy? We assume that the remaining share 1 − α is covered by a perfectly flexible dispatchable generation. This means that the dispatchable generation in our model has no must-run or ramping constraints. This question is important because the share of renewables in the European electricity mix has barely reached 25%, but it continues growing and is expected to reach values of more than 80% by 2050.
The need for backup energy in dependency of the share of renewables α is shown in Figure 7 . Generation capacities are distributed homogeneously (α n = α∀n) to reduce the need for backup energy among countries, and transmission is assumed to be unlimited between nodes. However, DSM is only used, like backup, locally after transmission and cannot be exchanged between countries. This means, for example, that after transmission, excess energy at node a can not be transferred to node b to charge the DSM buffer there. The inter-country transmission system is solely used to cover residual loads and does not interact with DSM. This can be justified because planned reinforcement measures of inter-country transmission links focus on the exchange of renewable energy and not on backup or storage energy. For up to a share of renewables of 67%, all need for backup energy can be covered by DSM. Without DSM, the need for backup energy at a renewable share of 65% equals 2% of the yearly consumption (approximately 70 TWh). 
Conclusions
We have simulated a simplified highly renewable European power system to investigate the possible impact of demand side management on the need for backup energy. We have defined two scenarios of capacity distribution. In the homogeneous scenario, each country on average produces as much from renewable sources as it consumes, and, in the inhomogeneous scenario, installed capacities are distributed unevenly among European countries. First, it was shown that DSM can reduce the need for backup energy in a fully renewable European power system in dependency of the scenario by up to one third. Second, the optimal mix of wind and PV was found to be shifted from 19% PV, and 81% wind without DSM, to 36% PV and 64 % wind, if DSM is fully utilised. The beneficial interaction of wind and PV is also reflected by the fact that a wind-only Europe could reduce its backup need through the use of DSM by merely 20%, whereas this number doubles in a PV-only scenario. Therefore, it can be concluded that the importance and economic performance of PV can be substantially increased, if the role of DSM within the energy market becomes vital.
It was also shown that DSM can theoretically cover all needs for backup energy up to a renewable share of ca. 67%. This is still far from the current share of renewables in the European electricity mix of around 25%. It is comparable to the reduction by a lossless storage in a fully renewable copper plate Europe with a storage size equal to three hours of the average load (ca. 1.2 TWh) [50] . This raises the question of what the interplay of DSM with its "daily storage" characteristics and European hydropower, with its large storage reservoir capacities and the seasonal dependency of its natural inflow, would look like. We believe that this is an interesting extension of this existing work.
DSM was shown to be an appropriate means of compensating the variable nature of renewable power sources such as wind and photovoltaics. Therefore, we conclude that demand side management has the potential to contribute significantly to issues that arise with the energy transition, which are currently in sight. This requires the implementation of a proper market environment and an appropriate understanding of risks and benefits by industry and policy makers.
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